
Nashua Community College Automotive Technology Advisory Board meeting minutes 

Nov 18, 2020 

2:00-2:30 

In attendance: from NCC Robyn Griswold, Barry Garside, Karl Wonderlich, Jason Felton 

From industry: Mark Thbault-Gurney’s, Bill Gurney-Gurney’s, Paul Orderman- Contemporary Jeep, Russ 
Hillard-TiresToo, John Gilday-Sullivan Tire, George Mullin-SVM, Don Turner-Cheshire Career Center, 
Matt Peters-Wurth USA, John Murphy-Tulley, Mark Tulley-Tulley, Jess Dade-NHADA, Haleem Mediouni 

Tim and other have small talk 

Tim Hogan: take roll call 

  Covers the shops on the advisory board map 

  Asks if any shops are looking for students 

Mark: we are looking for someone in our Milford store 

Tim: I will get them your contact info 

Tim: covers the budget and where we are at this year. Being less money the prevouse years but since we 
got a lot of updates done last year plus with Covid money we are in good shape. 

Tim: cover s where the senior are working 

Tim: cover freshman enrollment. Started with 20, down to 14 and will likely have only 10-12 

 Many were late sign ups, some did not buy tools 

John Murphy: How much are the tool kits? 

Tim: 3500-4000, but they had low grade too 

George: how can we get them to do better? 

Tim: It’s the old ‘horse to water’. The students who are good we can work with and do what we can to 
get them through. 

Jess: when they sponsored by shop the shops tend to step in and keep them motived 

Tim: cover enrollment of the other two programs and that Honda started with 11 will be down to 6 or 7 

Tim: covers the CoOp paperwork and add that this is all added to an on line site. 

Tim: goes over ASE recert and how all the information is online from the last review. This information 
will be transfer to a website thae can be accessed be anyone who wants to view it. 

Barry: confirms that is taking place. 

Tim: is there anyone here who does not see their name in the list? 



Mark Tulley: I’m here 

Tim: ok, thanks Mark. And I see Haleem. Thanks Haleem. 

Tim: Thanks you everyone. I want to let you know that this is my last advisory board meeting. I have 
asked to step down and it will be effective Jan 1 2021. Is there anything else? 

Jess: tickets are available for the fund raiser 

Tim: also, if you have any opening or are looking for students send me an email me and I will relay that 
information. 

 

 


